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Avalon78 Overview

Avalon78 is a multi-software online casino, themed based on Avalon; the legendary historical
island featured in King Arthur’s story. It has the features of the era of King Arthur with knights,
witches, wizard, magicians, Camelot, Xcalibur and The round table. Avalon78 website was
specially designed to have all the characters and features of this medieval era. The story of
King Arthur and Avalon is the centre of the VIP section, which features King Arthur, Lancelot,
Mordred, Urien and Morgana, which you will represent to beat all odds to get to the top.
Avalon78 is owned and operated by N1 Interactive. Licensed and regulated by the Malta
Gaming Authority, and is available to most European countries. This detailed Avalon78 Review
will give you all you need to know to playing on the online casino.  

The operators of Avalon78 are in partnership with top casino software providers to develop and
design the best and user satisfactory casino games. Over 2500+ games including different
varieties of slot, jackpot, blackjack, poker, and baccarat among many others can be found on
the site and not one game is a nuisance. While quenching your thirst for online games on
Avalon78, you can also make money doing what you love doing. To encourage you further,
Avalon78 offers bonuses daily and weekly, however terms and conditions apply. There is also
the VIP section where you can climb up the ladder and become King Arthur himself, the higher
you climb the more money you accumulate. Immediately you access this VIP section, you are
automatically transported into the realm of this medieval era. Avalon78 aims to impress, that is
why the site is easy to understand and navigate. 

How to Claim Bonuses and Terms and Conditions

Avalon78 gives out four types of bonuses; first deposit bonus, second deposit bonus, third
deposit bonus and cashback bonuses. To claim any of these bonuses follow the following steps
to claim your bonuses on Avalon78. 

STEP 1: Open your browser

STEP 2: Type www.avalon78.com in the address bar and click search. The site will
automatically open.

STEP 3: Click on SIGN UP on the left-hand side of the page. A pop-up box will immediately be
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displayed.

STEP 4: Fill in your Email, password, currency and country, and then click on NEXT STEP.

STEP 5: Fill in your first name, last name, date of birth, city, address, postal code, gender. You
can tick the receive email promos box if you wish to receive daily emails about promotion and
updates. Confirm that you are older than 18 and accept the Terms and Conditions and Privacy
Policy *by ticking the box beside it. If you also wish to receive SMS on your mobile phone, tick
the box beside it. 

STEP 6: An email will be sent, click on the link to confirm your email and reset your password.

STEP 7: Voila! You have successfully registered on Avalon78. Congratulations!

STEP 8: Click on DEPOSIT at the left-hand side of the page.

STEP 9: A pop-up box will appear, fill in your phone number and click on SAVE.

STEP 10: Pick a currency of your choice and payment methods of your choice.

STEP 11: Fill in the details in the space provided. Click or type the amount you wish to deposit.
The minimum amount to deposit is €20 and the maximum amount is €4000

STEP 12: Do not click on the box stating I don’t want to receive any bonuses. If you do you will
not receive any bonuses. If you have a bonus code type it in the space provided. 
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STEP 13: Click on DEPOSIT.

STEP 14: Your account will be immediately credited with the amount you deposited and your
first deposit bonus of 78 free spins will be given to you.

To claim a second deposit bonus, simply follow the deposit direction for your second deposit
and 50% of whatever you deposited will be credited to you as a bonus. The same thing applies
for the third deposit bonus but 100% bonus will be credited to your account. 

BONUSES TERMS AND CONDITIONS: 

    -     Only one bonus is awarded per player (email / IP address). 
    -     To get any deposit bonus, a player needs to deposit a minimum of 20 EUR or its
equivalent.
    -     The maximum bet from an active bonus is 5 EUR/USD, 375 RUB, 8 CAD, 50 NOK, 20
PLN, 9 NZD.
    -     When using an activated bonus, the real money from the player’s account is wagered
first and then the bonus.
    -     To start earning Complimentary Points (CP), a player needs to play with cash balance
only.
    -     Player account must be fully verified and the minimum amount of deposit must be
deposited before a request for withdrawal can be validated.
    -     Free spins and Cashback bonus duration are 14 days.
    -     Players from Sweden are exempted from all bonuses and promotional offers including
the exchange of complimentary points for VIP rewards.
    -     If wagering requirements are not met within the period of bonus validity, both bonus
money and the winnings from such bonus will be removed from the player’s balance.
    -     The website www.avalon78.com reserves the right to update Bonus Terms and
Conditions at any time.

Top 5 Providers available on Avalon78

    1. NetEnt
    2. Novamatic
    3. Microgaming
    4. Play ‘N Go
    5. Evolution Gaming

Netent: Net Entertainment has been in the online casino industry for over 20 years and is known
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for releasing slots that focus on fantastic quality in feature and graphic. Avalon78 is pleased to
list this pioneer company as a provider of some of its most enjoyed slots.

Novomatic: Novomatic games are one of our most featured slots on Avalon78 having about 400
mind-blowing selections for you to play. Novomatic is a mega provider that has a few
subsidiaries under it. Some of the most popular games on Avalon78 are slots from Novomatic
games: Book of Ra deluxe, Wizard’s ring, Reel king, Wonderworld and Winter queen are some
of the slots in this category.

Microgaming: Currently our most featured provider and this is so for a couple of reasons
amongst which are Pioneer status, vast and varied range of production, consistent innovations
and many others. Microgaming has provided Avalon78 with over 600 slots offering detailed
themes, fantastic concepts and fair play. Microgaming claim to have produced the first-ever
online casino game as far back as 1994, which can be agreed as the dark age of video games.

Play’nGo: Play’nGo is an outstanding online slot developing company that has stood the test of
time, operational since 1997 amidst heavy competition. Play’nGo has kept itself relevant in the
industry to online casino players by producing innovative and action-filled slot that keeps
making them come for more and with 150+ slots available on Avalon78, you can be sure to get
the thrill you seek while trying to make a fortune for yourself as well.

Evolution: There are over a hundred and fifty slots from evolution gaming on Avalon78, this is
because we aim to keep our players on the edge of their seats with the fascinating slots from
Evolution’s studios. With their live game production studios in Belgium, Latvia, Malta and the
United Kingdom, Evolution gaming aims to create slots that are as close to the real thing as
possible by providing players with a high-quality real-time video feed of their chosen slot.

Pros and Cons of Using Avalon78
s/n Pros cons
option for deposit limits, wager limits, loss limits and session limit at first registrationDoes not offer welcome bonus
safe and secure does not offer free play/spin without deposit
78 free spins on first depositno mobile app
offers 50% bonus on second depositONLY PERMIT PLAYERS FROM ENGLAND, FINLAND, POLAND, DENMARK AND  NORWAY
100% bonus on third depositLimited number of table games
weekly cashback bonus up to 10%wagering require for bonuses is high
vip program up to €100,000 prize pool
private gaming rooms
simultaneously play at two tables
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minimum deposit amount
live chat support team
high Quality streaming live game
easy to navigate site
multiple payment and withdrawal  methods
How safe is it to play on Avalon78?

It is very safe to play on Avalon78 as we take all necessary precautions to ensure your safety
when you login to our site and play exciting games.

At Avalon78, the security and safety of your personal details, transactions, Fair Play and
general practices are our ultimate priority.  We have experts working behind the scene to make
sure your personal details are kept safe and secure. 

To ensure Fair Play, Avalon78 uses a trusted Random Number Generator (RNG) to determine
the outcome of any game. Random Number Generator has been tested several times to ensure
that there is not cheating but Fair Play. 

We offer you only trusted payment options from highly ranked brand names such as
Mastercard, VISA card, Skrill etc. therefore be rest assured that when you use your credit card
on our site, you are safe, and a third party will not be able to access it. Our payment system
employs refined and latest RSA public/private key encryption technology to approve the safe
transfer of sensitive data over the internet. In plain form, when making financial transactions on
our site, your details are 100% safe, confidential and secure. 

Our website is free from viruses, bugs and unnecessary advertisement, therefore when you
login in to our site your computer stays safe and you will not be bothered with advertisements or
bugged by viruses. 

Licence and Regulations

Avalon78 Casino is owned and operated by N1 Interactive Limited; a company incorporated
under the laws of Malta with registration number C 81457 and registered address at 206, Wisely
House, Old Bakery Street, Valletta VLT1451, Malta. Avalon78.com is licensed and regulated to
offer online gaming services by the Malta Gaming Authority under the licences:
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MGA/B2C/394/2017 (issued on 01/08/2018).

    1. You must be the legal age of 18 before you can have access to play on our casino.
    2. Avalon78 is not available in countries where gambling is illegal.
    3. Avalon78 has the right to ban or report any one who provides a false information
    4. Avalon78 is to be used solely for entertainment purpose, if used for any other purpose,
that account will be closed. 
    5. Players are not allowed to place wager with illegal money.
    6. Players are not allowed to use the site for an illegal purpose
    7. Players are advised to follow strictly all wager requirements to qualify for bonuses.
    8. Avalon78 has the right to block any account found to have breach any of the above
regulations, commit a crime against the online casino or publish any racist, offensive or
defamatory material on their website.

Payment Methods

No matter where you are, you can easily deposit or withdraw using any payment method of your
choice. Avalon78 offers multiple payment choices from credit cards to e wallets so there is no
limitation when depositing or withdrawing. With a minimal deposit of €20 and a maximum
withdrawal of $1000 per day your gaming time at Avalon78 has just begun. These withdrawal
and deposit options are fast as they get except for bank transfers as they can take up to 5 days
to process.

DEPOSIT OPTIONS: Here is a list of all fee-free deposit options available on Avalon78.

Method Transaction Fee Processing Time Minimum Deposit per TransactionMaximum Deposit per Transaction
Master Card Free Instant €20 €4,000
Visa Free Instant €20 €4,000
Maestro Free Instant €20 €4,000
Klarna Free Instant €20 €4,000
Neosurf Free Instant $/€ 20 $/€ 4000
Neteller Free Instant $/€ 20 $/€ 4000
Skrill Free Instant $/€ 20 $/€ 4000
Paysafecard Free Instant $/€ 20 $/€ 1000
Zimpler Free Instant €20 €4000
Idebit Free Instant CAD 30 CAD 6000
Instadebit Free Instant CAD 30 CAD 6000
Interac Free Instant CAD 30 CAD 6000
Interac e-transfer Free Instant CAD 30 CAD 6000
Trustly Free Instant $/€ 20 $/€ 4000
Qiwi Free Instant $/€ 20 $/€ 4000
Mobilecommerce Free Instant RUB 1500 RUB 60000
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Alfaclick Free Instant RUB 1500 RUB 60000
Ecopayz Free Instant $/€ 20 $/€ 4000
Skrill rapid transfer Free Instant $/€20 $/€ 4000
WITHDRAWAL OPTIONS:
Method Fee Processing time Minimum limit per transactionMaximum limit per transaction
Mastercard Free 3-5 working days $/€ 20 $/€ 4000
Visa Free 3-5 working days $/€ 20 $/€ 4000
Neteller Free Instant $/€ 20 $/€ 4000
Skrill Free Instant $/€ 20 $/€ 4000
Instadebit Free Instant CAD 30 CAD 6000
Trustly Free Instant $/€ 20 $/€ 4000
Paysafecard Free Instant $/€ 20 $/€ 250
Qiwi Free Instant $/€ 20 $/€ 4000
Ecopayz Free Instant $/€ 20 $/€ 4000
Virtual credit cards Free Instant 20 EUR 4000 EUR
Skrill Rapid Transfer Free Instant $/€ 20 $/€ 4000
Bank Transfer Free 3-5 working days € 500 € 4000

Read more https://www.timesofcasino.com/avalon78-all-you-need-to-know-about-this-online-c
asino/
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